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Dust grain charging and levitation in a weakly collisional sheath
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An experiment is described in which monodisperse dust grains are levitated within a dc sheath
above a conducting plate in argon plasma. For plate bias voltages that are not too negative~>210
electron temperatures!, the observed dust levitation heights are near to values calculated from a
model combining equations for the sheath with those for grain charging. When the plate is more
negatively biased, the theoretical levitation heights are higher than the observed heights as a
consequence of the measured sheath thickness being smaller than values obtained from the models.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1612941#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dust in plasma1 is most easily observed within a shea
because the balancing of the electric and gravitational fo
often results in stationary particles. The grains charge t
negative potential at which the incident currents of electr
and ions are equal and opposite. Near the lower boundar
the discharge, there is usually a downward pointing she
electric field that increases as the boundary is approac
The electric force, however, may increase, decrease, o
verse in sign depending upon the grain charge. If the d
particles are not too massive, the upward electric force m
cancel the gravitational force and the dust particles may
levitated. In this work, an experiment is described in wh
monodisperse grains are levitated in a dc discharge in ar
Levitation heights and sheath potential profiles are measu
These are compared with calculated values from a model
combines equations for the sheath potential profile with
grain charging equations. There is considerable experime
literature on the levitation of dust in RF discharges wh
strong coupling of the levitated dust particles results in
variety of interesting crystalline2–5 and wave phenomena.6,7

There are numerous theoretical8–14 and computationa
models15,16 of the dc sheath with varying degrees of com
plexity. While there are a number of collisional shea
models,17–19 we use the collisional sheath of Riemann12 be-
cause the mean free path in the experiment is too long f
fully collisional model. The Riemann model replaces t
freely accelerating ions in the Bohm collisionless mod8

with an equation of motion for the ions that includes char
exchange collisions. In Secs. II A and II B below we combi
the collisionless and collisional sheath models with
sheath charging equations. In Sec. II C these equation
dimensionless form are solved numerically for the gr

a!Electronic mail: robertso@stripe.colorado.edu
3871070-664X/2003/10(10)/3874/7/$20.00
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charge and electric force as a function of distance from
boundary. Two equilibria are found for boundaries that a
sufficiently negative, one of which is stable. An expression
derived for the largest grain that will levitate. In Sec. III, a
experiment is described in which the sheath potential pro
is measured and monodisperse plastic spheres 10mm in di-
ameter are levitated in a dc discharge above a plate th
electrically biased. The levitation heights are measured a
function of the plate bias potential. We find that the da
agree with the model at the least negative bias voltages
overestimate the levitation height at large negative voltag
A summary and conclusion are presented in Sec. IV.

II. SHEATH MODELS

A. Models for the sheath

In the Bohm sheath model, there is a sheath–plas
interface atzo and the ion velocity at the sheath–plasm
interface is equal to the ion sound speedcs5(Te /mi)

1/2

whereTe is the electron temperature in energy units andmi

is the ion mass. The ion temperature is assumed negligib
comparison withTe and conservation of energy for ions re
quires that the potential atzo be F(zo)5Fp2Te/2e5Fo

wheree is the elementary charge and the plasma potentia
Fp . The ion velocity at other locations is also given b
energy conservation

ui~z!25cs
21

2e

mi
@Fo2F~z!#5

2e

mi
@Fp2F~z!#. ~1!

The electron density is assumed to be determined by
Boltzmann relation

ne~z!5noe expH e

Te
@F~z!2Fp#J , ~2!
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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whereno is the plasma density. The electron and ion dens
at zo is reduced tono exp(20.5)>0.6no . The ion saturation
current density directed toward the boundary is thenJsat

50.6noecs and the continuity equation then requires that

ni~z!5
Jsat

eui~z!
5

0.6nocs

F2e

mi
@Fp2F~z!#G1/2, F~z!,Fo .

~3!

The potential variation in the sheath is found by solvi
Poisson’s equation

eo

d2F~z!

dz2
52

Jsat

ui~z!
1noe expH e

Te
@F~z!2Fp#J , ~4!

with the boundary conditionsF(zo)5Fo and E(zo)50,
whereE(zo) is the electric field at the sheath–plasma int
face.

In weakly ionized plasmas, the shortest collisional d
tance scale is usually the ion charge-exchange mean
path. These collisions can be modeled as the loss of mom
tum at the rate2ncmiui(z), wherenc is the charge-exchang
collision frequency. The ion equation of motion in the flu
approximation is then12

miui~z!
dui~z!

dz
52e

dF~z!

dz
2ncmiui~z!. ~5!

The potential variation in the sheath can be found num
cally by integration of Eqs.~4! and ~5!.

B. Grain charging

The perturbation made to the sheath potential by
charged grain is assumed to have a spatial extentd that is
much greater than the grain radius and much less than
sheath width as shown in Fig. 1. The potential at the surf
of the grainFd falls in the distanced to the potential in the
nearby sheath. The relation between the grain chargeQ(z),
the grain potential and the potential in the nearby sheat
obtained from integration of Gauss’s law:

Q~z!54peoa@12a/d#@Fd~z!2F~z!#

>4peoa@Fd~z!2F~z!#, ~6!

wherea is the radius of the grain. This may also be written
Q(z)5C Vd(z) where C>4peoa is the gain capacitanc
andVd(z)5Fd(z)2F(z) is the potential of the grain rela
tive to the surrounding sheath plasma.

A grain at a more negative potential thanF(z) repels
electrons and the incident electron current is

I e~z!52
1

4
noeAue expH e

Te
@F~z!2Fp#J , ~7!

where ue5(8 Te /pme)
1/2, me is the electron mass andA

54pa2 is the grain surface area.
For the collisionless sheath, the ion current dens

Jgrain(z) is found from orbit-motion-limited theory o
probes20,21
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Jgrain~z!5JsatF11
e@F~z!2Fd~z!#

K G , ~8!

where the bracketed term is the focusing factor andK
5 1

2miui
2(z)5e@Fp2F(z)# is the kinetic energy of the ions

in the sheath before encountering the grain potential. T
equilibrium charge is reached at the grain potential for wh
I e(z)1I i(z)50, or

2F 8mi

pme
G1/2

expFe~Fd~z!2Fp!

Te
G10.6F11

@F~z!2Fd~z!#

@Fp2F~z!# G
50. ~9!

This expression allows the grain potential to be found a
function of the local potentialF(z) and the potentialsFo

andFp . In the sheath literature,Fo is often set to zero and
in the dusty plasma literatureFp is often set to zero. The
equations here are in the most general form to avoid am
guity.

The model for the collisional sheath is a fluid model
which ui is the fluid velocity of the ions. In order to find th
ion current in the collisional case, we calculate the ion
netic energy from the fluid velocity and obtain from Eq.~8!

I i~z!>
A

4
JsatF11

2e@F~z!2Fd~z!#

miui~z!2 G . ~10!

FIG. 1. ~a! Diagram of the sheath model.~b! Detail of the potential pertur-
bation in the sheath caused by a grain.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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The grain charging equation for the collisional sheath is th

2F 8mi

pme
G1/2

expFe~Fd~z!2Fp!

Te
G

1
Jsat

noecs
F11

2e@F~z!2Fd~z!#

miui~z!2 G50. ~11!

For numerical solutions it is convenient to cast the c
lisional sheath equations into dimensionless form

d2F̃~ z̃!

dz̃2
52

J̃sat

ũi~ z̃!
1exp@F̃~ z̃!#, ~12!

ũi~ z̃!
dũi~ z̃!

dz̃
52

dF̃~ z̃!

dz̃
2hũi~ z̃!2, ~13!

where the new variables areF̃(z)5e@F(z)2Fp#/Te , J̃sat

5Jsat/noecs50.6, ũi(z)5ui(z)/cs , z̃5z/lD and lD

5@eoTe /noe2#1/2. The collisionality is expressed by the p
rameterh5lD /l i wherel i5cs /nc is the charge exchang
mean free path. This differs from Riemann’s12 dimensionless
form because the usual Debye length has been used r
than the Debye length calculated at the sheath inter
where ne50.6no . The boundary conditions for integratio
areF̃(zo)520.5, ũi(zo)51, andẼ(zo)5h. The last condi-
tion is the electric field necessary to balance the collisio
drag force.

The grain charging equation in dimensionless form
comes

2 J̃e exp@F̃d~ z̃!#1 J̃satH 11
2@F̃~ z̃!2F̃d~ z̃!#

ũi~ z̃!2 J 50, ~14!

where J̃e5(8mi /pme)
1/2. In the collisionless case, the io

velocity is from energy conservation and in the collision
case it is from integration of Eq.~13!.

C. Numerical solutions

The numerical solutions to the sheath models are sh
in Fig. 2~a!. For the collisional model,h50.1 andh50.01
are assumed. Integration is begun atF̃(zo)520.5 with
Ẽ(zo)5h and continued untilF̃(z)5210. The solutions are
shifted inz so that the boundary is at zero and the position
the sheath–plasma interface is then determined by the sh
thickness. The sheath thickness is 10.3 for the collisio
sheath withh50.1 and is 16.0 for the collisional sheath wi
h50.01, measured fromF̃(z)5210 to20.5. The collision-
less sheath approachesF̃(z)520.5 asymptotically and the
presheath is infinitely distant. In the collisional models, t
ion velocity @Fig. 2~b!# is significantly reduced with the fina
ion kinetic energy forh50.1 being about a third of tha
given by energy conservation. The collisionality parame
alone is misleading about the effect of collisions. The pro
ability of a charge-exchange collision in the sheath is n
unity with h50.1 because the sheath thickness is nearly
Debye lengths.

Figure 3~a! shows the dust potentialF̃d(z), the sheath
potentialF̃(z) and the grain charging potentialṼd(z) for the
Downloaded 07 Oct 2003 to 18.83.0.33. Redistribution subject to AIP
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collisional sheath withh50.1 and Fig. 3~b! shows the corre-
sponding electron and ion densities. The grain becomes m
negative as the boundary is approached. However, the sh
potential becomes more negative than the grain potential
the charge on the grain becomes positive. Figure 4~a! shows

FIG. 2. ~a! The potential as a function of distance from the boundary for
collisional~h50.1 andh50.01! and collisionless sheath models.~b! The ion
velocity as a function of distance from the boundary for the three she
models. The units for both graphs are dimensionless.

FIG. 3. ~a! The sheath potentialF(z), the dust potentialFd , and the grain
charging potential relative to the sheath,Vd , as a function of distance from
the boundary.~b! The electron and ion densities as a function of distan
from the boundary. Their values are 0.6 at the sheath–plasma interface.
graphs are for the collisional model withh50.1, and the units are dimen
sionless.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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that the sheath electric field in the collisional model is grea
near the boundary than in the collisionless model and
smaller near the sheath–plasma interface. The electric f
obtained from the product of the grain charge and the elec
field is shown in Fig. 4~b!. A representative value for th
magnitude of the gravitational forceFg is shown as a dotted
line. There are two possible levitation points where the el
tric force is equal to the magnitude of the gravitational for
The point further from the boundary is stable because the
force is toward this point if the particle is slightly displace
in either direction. The other equilibrium point is unstab
The only stable equilibria are at points whereF(z) is less
negative than about23 Te /e. If the particle is too massive
there are no equilibria because the electric force is ev
where smaller than the gravitational force. Similar results
both collisional and collisionless sheath models have a
been obtained by Nitter.22

For the low collisionality of our experiment,h>0.01,
the collisional and collisionless models do not differ sign
cantly@Fig. 2~a!#. For this case there is a peak in the force
the grain at a distance of 5.3lD from the boundary when the
potential there is210Te /e. At the point where the force is a
maximum, the sheath potential is23.1Te /e, the dust poten-
tial relative to the surrounding sheath is22.8Te /e and the
sheath electric field is20.83Te /elD . If the boundary is
made less negative, then the spatial profile of the fo
moves toward the boundary and is otherwise unaltered. If
boundary is made more negative, the profile moves aw
The peak force is unchanged by altering the boundary po
tial, thus the size of the particles that can be levitated is

FIG. 4. ~a! The sheath electric field as a function of distance for the co
sional and collisionless models.~b! The electric force on the grain as
function of distance from the boundary. The units are dimensionless ex
for the electric force, which is in arbitrary units. The horizontal dotted line
a representative magnitude of the gravitation force.
Downloaded 07 Oct 2003 to 18.83.0.33. Redistribution subject to AIP
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increased by making the boundary more negative. The m
mum size of grain that will be levitated can be found
equating the gravitational force

Fg5 4
3prga3, ~15!

with the electric force evaluated at its maximum

FE5@QE#max>4peoa@2.8 Te /e#@0.83Te /~elD!#

>
29aeoTe

2

e2lD

, ~16!

where r is the density of the grain material andg is the
acceleration of gravity. The maximum radius that can
levitated is

amax>S 6.9eo

lDrgD 1/2Te

e
. ~17!

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Apparatus

The experiments are performed in a stainless s
vacuum chamber 51 cm in diameter and 28 cm in hei
~Fig. 5!. The chamber is evacuated to a base pressur
31027 Torr by a turbomolecular pump and the working pre
sure is 1.531024 Torr of argon. The charge exchange cro
section23 at low energies~;0.1 eV! is 7.2310215cm2 and
thus the charge exchange mean free path is 26 cm.
plasma is generated by primary electrons from a filam
emitting 350 mA and biased to240 V. A few cubic millime-
ters of dust is placed upon a stainless steel plate 20 cm
diameter positioned approximately in the center of t
vacuum chamber. This plate is electrically isolated and m
float or be biased. There is a raised lip~;6 mm height! at the
circumference of the plate to keep the dust from moving p
the edge.

The filament is located below the plate and the collect
of primaries by the plate results in a more negative float
potential for the plate than for dust particles. There is
surface magnetic containment of the primary electrons t
they follow nearly linear trajectories from the filament to th
walls or the lower side of the plate. The primary electro

-

pt

FIG. 5. Schematic drawing of the apparatus. Plasma is created in argo
by primary electrons from the filament at the bottom of the apparatus.
dust levitates in the sheath above a metal plate that may be electri
biased. A vertical sheet of laser light transverse to the plane of the draw
illuminates the dust.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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3878 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 10, October 2003 Robertson et al.
thus are not present in the volume immediately above
plate and do not directly affect the grain charging, the she
potential profile, or the probe diagnostics. The experimen
otherwise similar to that of Arnaset al.24,25in which both the
plate and the grains are charged by primaries as wel
plasma electrons.

Basic plasma parameters are determined by a circu
planar probe located 8 cm above the plate. The space po
tial F(z) is determined by an emissive probe nearly identi
to that described by Dieboldet al.26 The filament heating is
adjusted such that the probe emits;50 mA when several
volts more negative than the local potential. A control circ
adjusts the bias voltage to the point where the emission
rent just exceeds a threshold~21 mA! and this bias voltage is
recorded asF(z). The filament heating current is half-wav
rectified AC and the data are recorded at the end of the h
ing pulse in order to minimize the effect of the filame
voltage drop. The emissive probe may also be scanned in
same way as the Langmuir probe. The translation stage
moves the probe creates a train of electrical pulses that
gers the data taking at 0.5 mm intervals. There is an un
tainty in the probe position of62 mm due to flexure of the
supports. This technique has previously been used for exp
mental studies of the potential profiles in sheaths27,28 and
presheaths.29–31

Dust grains levitated in the plasma sheath are mono
perse polystyrene divinylbenzene beads 10.060.5 mm in di-
ameter, a density of 1.053103 kg/m3, and a mass of 5.5
310213kg, which gives a gravitational force ofFg55.6
310212N. These grains are sufficiently large to be eas
seen in the video images. Grains can be raised into the sh
by striking the plate using an insulated hammer on a vacu
feedthrough but this is not necessary at plate biases m
negative than approximately227 V. An argon laser illumi-
nates the grains and a charge-coupled device~CCD! camera
viewing through a laser line filter~48862 nm! records posi-
tions. A cylindrical lens is used to create a vertical shee
laser light that illuminates grains at a fixed distance from
camera. A movable scale within the vacuum chamber is u
to calibrate the scale of the video images and to determ
the levitation heights.

Equation~17! for the conditions of the experiments give
a maximum dust levitation radius of 6.1mm, which is con-
sistent with the observation that 5.0mm radius polystyrene
grains are levitated. Equation~17! is also consistent with the
results of experiments using monodisperse polystyrene d
nylbenzene beads 7.4560.3 mm in radius~14.960.6 mm di-
ameter!, in which no particles are seen levitating. Larger h
low glass microballoons are easily levitated, however, th
have a large uncertainty in mass due to variation in the w
thickness.

B. Data

For standard operating conditions, the Langmuir pro
indicates an electron temperature of 3.6~60.2! eV, a plasma
potential of;1.7 eV, a density of 2 (61)3107 cm23, and
Downloaded 07 Oct 2003 to 18.83.0.33. Redistribution subject to AIP
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an average Debye length of 3.15 mm~61 mm!. The ratio of
the Debye length to the charge exchange mean free pa
h50.012.

Scanning the emissive probe over voltage and measu
the current at different locations, shown in Fig. 6, illustrat
the use of the current bias method to measure space po
tial. At positive voltages the probe collects plasma electro
and at sufficiently negative voltages it emits electrons. T
space potential is often interpreted as the voltage for wh
the curve has the greatest slope~the inflection point
method!.32 An alternate technique is to use the point at whi
the emission crosses a threshold~21 mA! small in compari-
son with the thermionic emission limit. Comparison of the
techniques for our experiment shows that the floating pot
tials they give differ by less than 0.2 V within the shea
Potentials measured using the current bias method ma
offset from the true potentials as a consequence of con
potentials. However, the mathematical expressions in Se
are written in terms of potential differences so that a cons
offset in measured potentials does not affect the results of
calculations.

There was initial concern that dust particles would mo
away from the center of the surface as a consequence o
sheath tending to become hemispherical at large bias v
ages. Figure 7 shows radial scans of the floating potential
cm above the plate at three bias voltages, which indica
that the potential contours are nearly planar. This is con
tent with the observation that the dust floats stably above
central region of the plate.

FIG. 6. Data from sweeping the emissive probe voltage and measuring
current at six distances from the plate.

FIG. 7. Measured potential,F(z), at approximately 1.5 cm above the pla
as a function of radial distance from the plate center. Data for three diffe
plate biases are shown:Vb5230 V ~boxes!, Vb5240 V ~diamonds!, and
Vb5280 V ~stars!.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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The sheath potential profile above the plate measu
with the emissive probe using the current bias method
shown in Fig. 8, along with the calculated sheath poten
profile from the collisional model withh50.012. The data
are for the plate bias,Vb , adjusted to230 V, which is
slightly more negative than the floating potential, and to280
V, the most negative plate bias used in the experiments.
dimensionless potential is scaled using the measured ele
temperature and the plasma potential. The data and
theory for230 V overlap visually if the measured profile
shifted toward the plate by 1 mm, which is within the unc
tainty in the probe distance scale. The collisional model t
provides a good description of the measured sheath pote
profile at a bias of230 V. For bias voltages<230 V, the
model is found to overestimate the sheath thickness as d
onstrated by the discrepancy between the data and the
retical curve atVb5280 V ~Fig. 8!. Plate bias voltages
>230 V were not investigated because it was difficult
obtain levitation of the 10mm diameter particles.

An image of stably levitated dust grains is shown in F
9. When measuring levitation height, the number of gra
was limited so that the sheath conditions would not be
tered by the presence of the grains. Two images of a sin
10.0mm diameter, polystyrene grain are combined in Fig
to show the levitation heights at plate biases of240 and260
V. Measured levitation heights as a function of plate bia
voltages from230 to 280 V are plotted in Fig. 10 along
with levitation heights calculated in two ways: From th
measured potential profile33 and from the profile calculated
using the collisional theory withh50.012. In the first case
the measured potential profile is differentiated to find
electric field profile. The charge is calculated from Eq.~14!
using the measured plasma parameters and the height is
found for which the forces cancel. The levitation heigh
calculated using this method are consistent with the m
sured levitation heights, and the exponential term in Eq.~14!
results in the grain charge being relatively insensitive to
rors in measurement of plasma parameters. In the sec

FIG. 8. Measured potential as a function of distance from the plate,F(z),
~data points! and the potential calculated from the Riemann collision
theory withh50.012~lines! for two different plate biases. The square poin
and solid line correspond to a plate bias of230 V, while the diamond points
and the dashed line correspond to a plate bias of280 V. The difference
between the data and the theoretical curves increases as the plate b
decreased.
Downloaded 07 Oct 2003 to 18.83.0.33. Redistribution subject to AIP
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case, the measured density and temperature from the L
muir probe are used with the Riemann collisional she
theory to calculate a sheath potential profile. This meth
results in a dust levitation height which agrees with the m
sured height atVb5230 V, but provides a poor prediction
of the dust levitation heights at the most negative bias v
ages because the predicted potential profiles do not a
with the measured profiles~Fig. 8!.

The discrepancy between the measured and calcul
sheath profiles at increasingly negative plate biases coul
a consequence of the ion density in the sheath being hig
than predicted, thus giving a smaller characteristic len
scale. This possibility was investigated by measuring the c
rent density to the plate. For this measurement, a block
surface was placed under the plate to prevent collection
plasma electrons and primary electrons by the lower side
the plate. In this situation, the current collected by the pla
Fig. 11, was found to increase with bias voltage. The
current densityJsat used in the sheath theories does not va
with plate bias potential. For the least negative bias voltag
the saturation current is nearest to the measured current
the sheath profile is near to that calculated from the the
For the most negative bias voltages, the measured cur

l

s is

FIG. 9. Negative of two superimposed digital photographs showing a sta
levitated polystyrene grain~10.0 mm in diameter! above a plate biased to
240 and260 V. The scale gives the distance above the plate. As expec
levitation height increases as the plate potential decreases.

FIG. 10. Levitation height of a single 10mm diameter polystyrene dus
particle as a function of plate bias,Vb . The hollow boxes represent heigh
measured in the experiment, the diamonds are calculated using an exp
tial fit to the sheath data, and the3 marks are calculated using the Rieman
collisional theory for the sheath.
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density is significantly larger than in the model, thus the
density above the plate must also be larger than in the mo
There is no mechanism for the ion velocity to be increa
above the value determined from the potential drop. Us
the measured current density in the sheath models resu
a smaller calculated sheath thickness; however, the ion
sity is then inconsistent with the electron density at lar
distances from the plate.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The collisional sheath theory of Riemann has been co
bined with the charging theory for dust grains to provide
model for grain levitation in terms of the experimental p
rametersne , Te , andFp , for plasmas with an ion tempera
ture much less than the electron temperature. Numerica
lutions show that there are no stable equilibria closer to
plate than about five Debye lengths. There is a stable e
librium point at a greater distance for grains that are su
ciently small. An expression is found for the largest diame
grain that can be levitated.

Experiments performed in a weakly collisional arg
discharge plasma indicate that Riemann’s collisional mo
of the sheath provides a close description of the sheath
tential profile for the least negative bias at which gra
would levitate,'230 V ~Fig. 8!. In this case, monodispers
dust grains levitate at the height predicted from the combi
theories for the collisional sheath and for grain charging. T
maximum grain size that will levitate is in approxima
agreement with that predicted by model. However, both
measured sheath profiles and levitation heights deviate
creasingly from the model as the plate bias voltage is m
more negative. The model also does not predict the incr
ing ion current and hence underestimates the ion densit
the sheath. The ion density being larger than predicte
consistent with the measured sheath thickness being sm
than predicted, thus resulting in a lower experimental d
levitation height.

The ion current collected at the walls must equal the r
of generation of ions within the plasma and an accur

FIG. 11. The measured current to the plate as a function of the bias p
tial. The saturation current is represented by the dotted line.
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sheath model must include source terms.13–16 As the plate
bias is made more negative, the sheath expands and a l
fraction of the ions is collected at the plate and a correspo
ingly smaller fraction of the ions collected at the walls of t
vacuum chamber. An accurate model for the sheath abo
biased surface and for the levitation of grains above t
surface will thus require a model for the sheath in which
collected ion current is not a small perturbation to the p
ticle balance.
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